
What an odd predilection Heaven has for the “month of Mary”, the 
time of the renewal of nature, celebrated for several centuries in the 
Christian world! Of course, Mary also appeared in other months: at 
Lourdes in February and March mainly, at La Salette in September, 
in Paris at the Rue du Bac in November – and there you have only a 
few examples –, but what we celebrate or remember most often is the 
month of May. Among Catholic people, we think in fact of the first 
apparition at Fatima on May 13, 1917, even if the cycle of those appari-
tions would go on until the miracle of the sun on October 13.

However, for us in the Lady’s Work, May 13 has had a very spe-
cial “development”. In fact, the two figures of the number 13 were as 
though inverted so that the important date “slipped” from May 13 to 
May 31, especially because of the apparitions of the Lady of All Peoples 
at Amsterdam. Even if the first date the Lady gave during these appa-
ritions was that of May 5 in the first message, the fact remains that she 
ended their cycle by manifesting herself only on May 31 every year, 
between May 31, 1954 and May 31, 1959, while strongly insisting on 
this date of May 31.
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In fact, there would be a new, major development con-
cerning this date in recent years within the context of the 
Community of the Lady of All Peoples and the special cer-
emonies organized at Spiri-Maria. We may recall in partic-
ular Marie-Paule’s solemn entries, attired as the Lady of All 
Peoples and as the Sovereign of the Earth in 2007, 2008 and 
2009. Had not the Lady herself announced, on May 31, 1954 
at Amsterdam: “It is on this day that the Lady will receive 
her coronation”?

Thus, the entire cycle of the apparitions which began in 
Paris in 1830, and carried on in many places in Christen-
dom, including Fatima and Amsterdam, was crowned with 
light at Spiri-Maria, “in this time which is our time”, the 
promise of the new Amsterdam, the “anti-chamber” of the 
Basilica Mary Queen and the entrance gate to the Kingdom 
of the Lord and the Lady on an Earth that will be fully re-
newed one day. – Editorial Staff

Spiri-Maria, May 31, 2009 -  Marie-Paule, attired entirely in white, 
is seated before the throne of the Lady of All Peoples.


